Effect of process parameters on properties of polypropylene and kenaf fibres needle-punched nonwoven geotextiles
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Effects of stroke frequency, depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area on properties of needle-punched nonwoven fabrics produced from polypropylene (PP), 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres have been studied. Properties of fabrics, such as tensile strength, puncture resistance, pore size, water permeability and transmissivity are analysed. Results obtained show that the higher tensile strength and puncture resistance are achieved in fabrics produced from kenaf fibres at higher stroke frequency, depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area. Fabrics produced from kenaf fibres can be employed in geotextile applications, since they also possess bigger pore size and higher water permeability.
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\section{1 Introduction}

Recently, during the past few decades nonwoven geotextiles produced from natural fibres have witnessed increased usage. This increase in the use of natural fibres in geotextile applications was attributed to non-renewable materials produced from petroleum-based products, growing environmental concern, government regulation, cleaner and safer environment\textsuperscript{1-4}. Natural fibres have been used in geotextile applications, such as filtration, separation, reinforcement and drainage, where the geotextile is expected to perform one or more functions\textsuperscript{5}. Ghosh \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{4} have reported that the fibres can be utilized in geotextile applications if they possess better mechanical properties. The use of natural fibres was attributed to their better tensile strength, environmental friendliness, biodegradability, lower density, carbon dioxide sequestration, higher toughness and availability at lower cost\textsuperscript{1-9}. Coir, jute, flax, sisal, abaca, pineapple, hemp, bamboo, cotton, sugarcane bagasse and kenaf are the examples of natural fibres\textsuperscript{1, 4, 5, 10-12}. Kenaf is a strong, hard and tough plant with shorter plantation cycle. It is grown in subtropical and tropical parts of both Africa and Asia with lower amount of pesticides required during cultivation. Kenaf fibres are extracted from a kenaf plant mostly using water-retting process. However, both chemical and mechanical retting processes can also be utilized. Kenaf fibres are categorized into three groups, namely bast, core and pitch constitutes. Amount of both bast and core raw materials is higher to that of pitch and hence they provide more kenaf fibres. Bast and core are differentiated by their chemical compositions. Advantages of using kenaf fibres include better mechanical properties, low density, abrasion resistance, environmental friendliness and biodegradability\textsuperscript{7, 8, 13}. Paridah \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{7} have reported that kenaf fibres produced from bast are longer with better mechanical properties. Similarly, like other natural fibres, disadvantages of kenaf fibres are that their properties, such as length, aspect ratio, cross-section, diameter and tensile strength of the fibres, are influenced by place of origin, type of climate, harvesting date, cultivation and steam explosion treatment. These properties influence physical and mechanical properties of kenaf fibres\textsuperscript{2, 8, 14, 15}. In addition, the quality of the fibres produced from bast plant is affected by the duration of the retting process, which is between 14 days and
28 days. Furthermore, needle-punched nonwoven fabrics produced from kenaf fibres are expected to pose processing problems, such as lower entanglement of coarser fibres particularly at lower depth of needle penetration and fibre breakages during carding and needle-punching process. These problems can be minimised by blending both kenaf and polypropylene (PP) fibres together. The products produced using kenaf fibres are used in the automotive and sports industries, food packaging, ropes, papermaking, nonwoven textile and furniture. Most of the previously reported research work are carried out on the use of natural fibres in slope stabilisation, river bank protection, prevention of soil erosion, vertical drains and increasing plant growth. However, studies are scanty on the use of kenaf fibres in geotextile applications. The aim of this work is, therefore, to study the effect of process parameters on the needle-punched nonwoven fabrics produced from different fibres and their blends, namely 100 % PP, a blend of 50/50 PP/kenaf and 100 % kenaf in order to either minimise or replace currently utilized synthetic fibres in the geotextile applications.

2 Materials and Methods

Needle-punched nonwoven fabrics were produced from different fibres and their blends, namely 100 % polypropylene (PP), a blend of 50/50 PP/kenaf and 100 % kenaf. The length and fineness of PP fibres were 40 mm and 2.2 decitex respectively. Kenaf fibres were opened and cleaned to remove dirt, such as plant debris, dust and wax on a Temafa cottonization line before subjecting to a carding process. In addition, the cottonizer improves the fibres fineness and shorten the fibre length. The length and fineness of kenaf fibres were measured on Optical Fibre Diameter Analyzer (OFDA) according to ASTM D1440 – 96 standards and the measured values were 120 mm and 5.1 decitex before cottonization, and 76 mm and 3.3 decitex after cottonization respectively.

Nonwoven fabrics were produced on a pilot plant equipped with card, cross-lapper and needle-punching machine. The fibres were transported to the carding machine by a chute feeding system. PP fibres were carded at a feed rate of 0.6 m/min and output speed of 0.9 m/min; 50/50 PP/kenaf were carded at a feed rate of 0.7 m/min and output speed of 1.3 m/min; and a feed rate of 0.6 m/min and output speed of 1.2 m/min were utilised when kenaf fibres were carded.

The Groz-Beckert felting needles with a technical specification of 15×18×32×3 R333 G3027 and composed of 6000 needles on a needle board and board width of 60 cm were utilized to needle-punch the fibrous web to produce 27 samples of the nonwoven fabrics. These results in a total of 81 fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres. The cross-lapped web was transported on a conveyor through the needle loom for pre-needling. The nominal mass per unit area of the web was 300 g/m², therefore, two and three layers of the web were combined to achieve the mass per unit area of 600 and 900 g/m² respectively. The web composed of one, two and three layers was needle-punched at different stroke frequencies and depth of needle penetrations to achieve desired consolidation and density of the fabric.

2.1 Fabric Preparation

Nonwoven fabrics were conditioned for 24 h at a standard testing atmosphere of 21 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 2 % relative humidity before any test was performed. Samples were cut randomly along length and width directions of the fabrics. The produced needle-punched nonwoven fabrics were analysed according to the standard test method to determine mass per unit area (ASTM D3776 – 09), thickness (WSP120.6 – 05), tensile strength (ASTM D5034 – 09), puncture resistance (EN ISO12236), pore size and pore size distribution (ASTM F316 – 11), water permeability (EN ISO11058 – 10) and transmissivity (ASTM D4716 -14).

2.2 Test Methods

2.2.1 Mass per Unit Area

The mass per unit area of each sample was determined according to the ASTM D3776 – 09 standard. Five pieces of 20 cm × 20 cm size were cut randomly from each fabric and weighed individually on a Mettler balance in grams. The average weight was recorded in g/m².

2.2.2 Thickness

Thickness of each sample was analysed according to the WSP120.6 – 05 standard. A constant pressure of 1 kPa was applied with the help of a round metal disc of 50 mm diameter and 170g weight. Five round samples (50 mm diameter) were cut randomly from each fabric and weighed individually on a Mettler balance in grams. The average weight was recorded in g/m².

2.2.3 Tensile Strength (Grab Test)

The tensile strength of each sample was tested on an Instron 3369 universal tester according to the ASTM...
D5034-96 standard. A gauge length of 75 mm, load cell of 5000 N and constant rate of extension of 300 mm/min were used during the test. Five random samples (50 mm wide and 200 mm in length) were cut in both cross and machine directions and tested. The average value for each sample was recorded in kN/m.

### 2.2.4 Puncture Resistance

Puncture resistance of each sample was tested according to the EN ISO12236 standard. Rectangular samples (230 mm×250 mm) were cut for each test. Each tested sample was clamped between two steel rings. A plunger with a diameter of 50 mm and weight of 2500 g was used to puncture the sample in the perpendicular direction at a constant rate of 50 ± 5 mm/min and force of 5 kN. Five random samples from each fabric were tested and an average value was recorded in N.

### 2.2.5 Pore Size and Pore Size Distribution

Fabric pore size was analysed on a capillary flow porometer (CFP-1100-AEXCC) according to the ASTM F316-11 standards. The capillary flow porometer is a liquid extrusion technique which measures differential gas pressure and flow rate through wet and dry samples. Galwick liquid with a surface tension of 15.9 dynes/cm was used to wet the sample. After the sample was dipped in Galwick liquid and fully saturated, it was placed inside a sample holder with diameter ranges between 55 mm and 60 mm. The liquid inside pores was emptied using pressurized non-reacting gas. Bigger pores were emptied first as they require lower pressure in comparison to smaller pores which require higher pressure. Pores that were emptied first or at lower pressure were taken as largest pore diameters (bubble point). In addition, the variations in pressure and gas flow rate through dry and wet samples were measured and utilized to determine pore size distribution. The flow rate increases with an increase in gas pressure in a dry sample. However, in a wet sample no gas flow was apparent in the beginning as pores were completely filled with liquid. The increase in gas pressure emptied the pores filled with liquid until all pores were empty and the flow rates through both wet and dry samples were the same. Five random samples from each fabric were tested and the average value was recorded in µm.

### 2.2.6 Water Permeability

Water permeability of the fabric was analysed using GE-TE-FLOW-K permeameter according to the EN ISO11058-10 standard. The GE-TE-FLOW-K permeameter measures water permeability based on the principle of falling hydraulic head with a hydraulic difference height of 0 < H < 540 mm. In the falling head method, water was transported to the fabric plane that results in a laminar flow through the fabric. Distilled water was used to analyse water permeability and the temperature of water during the test was kept at 20 °C.

Sample with a diameter of 75 mm was placed in the sample holder, fastened and inserted in the testing instrument. The change in pressure and the flow rate of water against time were used to measure fabric permeability. Five random samples from each fabric were tested and the average value was recorded in m/s.

### 2.2.7 Transmissivity

The transmissivity of the fabric was analysed using hydraulic transmissivity device and CEN/ISO drain tester, according to the ASTM D4716-14 standard. The rectangular tank was filled with test water closer to 305 mm height. The square samples of 305 mm × 305 mm were cut and placed in the sample holder to measure the flow rate under normal stress of 5000 kPa. Water from the rectangular tank flows through the tested sample and fill a smaller tank. A container was used to collect the water flowing from the smaller tank. The duration it takes for the water to reach the quantity of 4 litres was recorded using a stopwatch. Three random samples from each fabric were analysed and the average transmissivity value was recorded in L²/s.

The statistical analysis (ANOVA) was conducted to establish the suitable process parameters to produce the fabrics. A full factorial design was used and the analyses were conducted at 5 % significant level using SPSS 23 and Statistica 12 programs. The Tukey test was applied at 95 % confidence level to compare group means.

### 3 Results and Discussion

Comparison among the properties of needle-punched nonwoven fabrics produced from different fibres and their blends, namely 100 % PP, a blend of 50/50 % PP/kenaf and 100 % kenaf, is shown in Table 1 and Figs 1–6. In addition, A₁, A₂ and A₃ represent fabrics produced from PP; B₁, B₂ and B₃ represent fabrics produced from PP; B₁, B₂ and B₃.
represent fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf and C1, C2 and C3 represent fabrics produced from kenaf fibres. However, A1, B1 and C1 constitute fabrics produced at a depth of needle penetration 4 mm; A2, B2 and C2 constitute fabrics produced at a depth of needle penetration 7 mm; and A3, B3 and C3 constitute fabrics produced at a depth of needle penetration 10 mm.

### 3.1 Fabric Weight, Density and Thickness of Nonwoven Fabric

Table 1 shows that, in general, density, thickness and nominal weight of the needle-punched nonwoven fabrics are related to each other and influenced by stroke frequency, depth of needle penetration and feed rate of the needle-punching process. For example, when comparing the fabrics produced from PP fibres at area weights of 300, 600, 900 g/m² but fixed stroke frequency of 350 /min and fixed depth of needle penetration of 10 mm, the thickness and density of the fabrics increased by 69 % and 2.8 % respectively, with an increase in mass per unit area from 300 to 900 g/m². Obviously, the increase in nominal weight of the fabrics also increases thickness of the fabrics. The thickness of the fabrics produced from 100 % PP fibres is higher than those of the fabrics produced from a blend of 50/50 % PP/kenaf and 100 % kenaf fibres. This is expected due to uniformity of PP fibres, which results in uniform web and better interlocking of the fibres. However, in general, the thickness of the fabrics decreases with an increase in depth of needle penetration due to increased interlocking and entanglement of the fibres. This is attributed to the barbs of the needles carrying higher number of fibres at higher depth of needle penetration, resulting in more compact fabric. The density of the fabrics increases with an increase in fabric compactness but...
decreases with an increase in depth of needle penetration above optimum level due to excessive breakages and reorientation of fibres. 

3.2 Tensile Strengths of Fabrics

The tensile strengths of the fabrics in both machine (MD) and cross-machine (CD) directions have been studied. In general, the tensile strength in CD is higher in comparison to that in MD for all the fabrics as shown in Figs 1 and 2. This is attributed to the fact that majority of the fibres are oriented in the cross-machine direction due to cross-lapping process. The ratios of tensile strengths in MD to CD for majority of the fabrics, excepting in two cases, are found less than 1, which implies that the nonwoven fabrics are anisotropic. However, the values of this ratio of the tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from PP fibres and one produced from kenaf fibres are close to 1 (Samples 2 and 10), which implies that the tensile strengths in the MD and CD are nearly same.

The tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from different fibres and their blends are expected to increase with an increase in mass per unit area, stroke frequency and depth of needle penetration. In Fig. 1 (A₂), the CD tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from 100 % PP fibres at fixed area weight of 600 g/m² and fixed depth of needle penetration of 7 mm and stroke frequencies of 250, 350 and 450/min, the tensile strengths of the fabrics increase with an increase in stroke frequency from 250 to 450/min (P = 0.0829). The increase in tensile strength is attributed to an increase in fabric compactness resulted from better interlocking and entanglement of the fibres at a higher stroke frequency. The CD tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres do not follow any specific trend with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed mass per unit area and fixed depth of needle penetration. For example, as seen in Fig. 1 (B₁), comparing CD tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres at fixed area weight of 300 g/m² and depth of needle penetration of 4 mm and stroke frequencies of 250, 350 and 450/min, the CD tensile strength of the fabrics decreases with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 350/min (P = 0.0001); however, it increases with an increase in stroke frequency from

![Fig. 1 — Effect of stroke frequency and mass per unit area on CD tensile strength of different nonwoven fabrics (PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf) at different depths of needle penetration](image-url)
350/min to 450/min (P = 1.0000). The variations in the tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres are attributed to the disparities in the properties of PP and kenaf fibres, such as crimp, cross-section, fineness and length, which influence uniformity of the fibrous web, thickness and areal density of the fabrics as well as degree of fibre entanglement. Adanur and Tianyi 21 have reported that the fibre crimp distribution influences the shape of the stress-strain curve of the fabric.

It is also observed that the CD tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres were fluctuating with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed mass per unit area and fixed depth of needle penetration as shown in Fig. 1 (C1, C2 and C3). For example, in Fig 1 (C3) at fixed area weight of 900 g/m² and depth of needle penetration of 10 mm and stroke frequencies of 250, 350 and 450 /min, the CD tensile strength of fabrics produced from kenaf fibres increases with an increase of stroke frequency from 250 /min to 350 /min (P = 0.0001); however, it decreases with an increase in stroke frequency above 350/min (P = 0.0001). The variations in the tensile strengths of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres is attributed to the increase in punch density and depth of needle penetration above the optimal level, which results in higher breakages and reorientation of the fibres as observed by others22.

The MD tensile strengths of the fabrics PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf have also been analysed as shown in Fig. 2 above. Results obtained are found mostly influenced by majority of the fibres that are oriented in the cross-machine direction because of cross-lapping process23.

The tensile strengths of the needle-punched nonwoven fabrics produced from PP fibres are comparatively higher than that of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres and kenaf fibres; which is attributed to the properties of PP fibres, such as flexibility, high extensibility, better tensile strength, elastic recovery and lesser fibre deformation during needle-punching process.

The three-way ANOVA has been performed to determine the interaction effects of the stroke frequency, depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area on the CD and MD tensile strength of the

Fig. 2 — Effect of stroke frequency and mass per unit area on MD tensile strength of different nonwoven fabrics (PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf) at different depths of needle penetration
nonwoven fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres. The test of significance is carried out at confidence level of 95 % \( (p \leq 0.05) \); if the P-value is less than 0.05; the effect is significant and vice versa. Three-way ANOVA shows that all the parameters and their two-way (mass per unit area × stroke frequency; mass per unit area × needle depth of penetration; stroke frequency × needle depth of penetration) and three-way interactions (mass per unit area × stroke frequency × needle depth of penetration) on the tensile strength of the fabrics is statistically significant as the P – values are less than 0.05.

3.3 Puncture Resistance

The puncture resistance of the fabrics follows a similar trend to the tensile strength. Both increase with an increase in mass per unit area of the nonwoven fabrics\(^{24, 25} \). Lower puncture resistance values are achieved in the fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres at the lowest values of depth of needle penetration, stroke frequency and mass per unit area in comparison to that produced at the highest values of depth of needle penetration, stroke frequency and mass per unit area, as shown in Fig. 3 (A\(_1\), B\(_1\) and C\(_1\)). These lowest values of puncture resistance are attributed to the barbs of the needles carrying fewer number of fibres at the lowest values of both depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area; which results in poor interlocking and entanglement of the fibres, therefore, a less compact fabric with higher thickness is produced. There is a similarity on the results obtained on puncture resistance of the fabrics to that of tensile strength, as mentioned earlier. For example, in Fig 3 (A\(_3\), B\(_2\) and C\(_3\)), the puncture resistance values increase with an increase in stroke frequency at a certain fixed mass per unit area and fixed depth of needle penetration.

Still in Fig. 3 (A\(_3\)) at a fixed area weight of 600 g/m\(^2\), puncture resistance of the fabrics produced from PP fibres increases with an increase in stroke frequency from 250 /min to 450 /min \((P = 0.4065)\). The increase in puncture resistance of the fabrics is attributed to barbs of the needles carrying higher number of fibres at higher depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area, which results in deeper interlocking and entanglement of the fibres, a compact fabric is produced with lower thickness and higher density\(^{26} \). However, the puncture resistance

Fig. 3 — Effect of stroke frequency and mass per unit area on puncture resistance of different nonwoven fabrics (PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf) at different depths of needle penetration
values of the fabrics are varying with an increase in stroke frequency at a certain fixed mass per unit area and fixed depth of needle penetration, as shown in Fig. 3 (A, B, and C). In Fig. 3(C) at fixed area weight of 900 g/m², the puncture resistance values of fabrics produced from 100% kenaf fibres increase with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 350/min (P = 0.0001). However, it decreases with an increase in stroke frequency above 350/min (P = 0.3886). The variations in the puncture resistance values of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres are attributed to the increase in stroke frequency up to an optimal level. However, it decreases with further increase in stroke frequency above optimum level due to breakage of mostly longer fibres to shorter fibres.

Shorter fibres result in higher area weight but poor interlocking of the fibres. The puncture resistance values of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres are influenced by lower bending rigidity of the PP fibres in comparison to that of kenaf fibres. More PP fibres were transported in the thickness direction which might influence fabric areal density. Rawal et al. have reported that the puncture resistance of the fabrics is influenced mainly by the web areal density in comparison to depth of needle penetration.

Statistical analysis similar to that reported in the tensile strength is also conducted on the results of puncture resistance of fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres. All the tested parameters and their two-way and three-way interactions show statistically significant effects on the puncture resistance of all the fabrics. However, only interaction between mass per unit area and depth of needle penetration on the puncture resistance of the fabrics produced from PP fibres is found statistically not significant, (P = 0.326); this is attributed to reorientation and breakages of the fibres at higher depth of needle penetration which promote variations in areal density, thereby affecting the puncture resistance.

3.4 Pore Size

The pore sizes of the nonwoven fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres with an increase in stroke frequency at fixed values of depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area, as shown in Fig. 4 (A, B, and C). In Fig. 4 (A), at fixed area weight of 300 g/m², the pore sizes of the

![Fig. 4 — Effect of stroke frequency and mass per unit area on pore size of different nonwoven fabrics (PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf) at different depths of needle penetration.](image-url)
fibre-fibre contacts and results in smaller pore size. The variations in the pore sizes of the fabrics produced from PP fibres is attributed to lower fibre-to-fibre friction and lesser bending resistance of PP fibres at lower punch density and mass per unit area, which influence fibre entanglement, uniformity of mass per unit area and thickness of fabrics.

The variations in the pore size of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres are attributed to differences in the properties of PP and kenaf fibres which may influence pore size and pore size distribution. The differences in the properties of PP and kenaf fibres might influence orientation of the fibres. Rawal et al. have reported that the fibres oriented in a preferential direction in the fabric results in smaller pore size in comparison to randomly oriented fibres. Therefore, an increase in the number of fibres oriented in a preferential direction minimises fibre-fibre contacts and results in smaller pore size.

In Fig. 4 (C3) at fixed area weight of 600 g/m², the pore sizes of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres decrease with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 350 /min (P = 0.9995). However, it increases with an increase in stroke frequency above 350 /min (P = 0.2392). The fluctuations in the pore size of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres is attributed to variations in the fineness, length and diameter of kenaf fibres, which might promote variations in elementary layers within fabric on which pore sizes depend. The pore size of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres is composed of different diameters, as the diameter of the pore changes along pore path. This is attributed to variations in the properties of kenaf fibres, which promote irregularity in pore diameters.

The pore sizes of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres are found bigger in comparison to those produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf and PP fibres. This is attributed to variations in fibre fineness and fibre length as well as higher bending rigidity of kenaf fibres. However, the smaller pores in the fabrics produced from PP fibres, as shown in Fig. 4, are attributed to the fineness and lower breakages of PP fibres during needle-punching.

Similar statistical analysis, as in the case of puncture resistance of nonwoven fabrics, is also conducted on data for pore size of the fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and 100 kenaf fibres. All the tested parameters, their two-way and three-way interactions show significant effects on the pore size of the nonwoven fabrics. However, the interaction between mass per unit area and depth of needle penetration on the pore size of fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres is not found significant, (P = 0.099). This non-significance is attributed to excessive breakages of coarser kenaf fibres at higher depth of needle penetration as well as shorter fibres, which are preferentially aligned to cross-machine direction during the needle-punching process.

3.5 Water Permeability

In Fig. 5 (A1, B1 and C1), water permeability values of the fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres decrease with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area. As shown in Fig. 5 (C1) at fixed area weight of 600 g/m², water permeability values of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres decrease with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 450/min (P = 0.00001). The decrease in water permeability is attributed to the increase in the number of fibres per unit area of the fabrics as well as barbs of the needles carrying higher number of fibres, which results in a consolidated fibrous web with smaller pores. The increase in the number of fibres per unit area of the fabric decreases the average pore size. However, water permeability of the fabrics does not follow any specific trend with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area, as shown in Fig. 5 (A3, B3 and C3).

Variation in water permeability of the fabrics produced from PP fibres is influenced by lower fibre-to-fibre friction and bending resistance of PP fibres, which affect web uniformity and entanglement of the fibres, thus promoting fabric anisotropies. Rawal et al. have reported that water permeability is influenced by preferential flow of water due to structural heterogeneities as well as fabric anisotropies.

Still in Fig. 5 (B3) at fixed area weight of 300 g/m², water permeability of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres decreases with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 350/min (P = 0.9998); however, it increases with an increase in stroke frequency from 350/min to 450/min (P = 0.6223). The variation in water permeability of fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres is influenced by the
possibility of intra and inter fibre contacts of PP and kenaf fibres; these influence the width and depth of pores on which water permeability depends.

The statistical analysis similar to that reported in the pore size is also conducted on the results of water permeability of the nonwoven fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres. All the tested parameters, their two-way and three-way interactions, as discussed earlier, show significant effects on water permeability of the fabrics, as the P values being less than 0.05.

### 3.6 Transmissivity

The transmissivity of the fabrics produced from PP fibres varies with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area, as shown in Fig. 6 (A1 and A3). Fig. 6 (A1) at fixed area weight of 900 g/m², the transmissivity of the fabrics produced from PP fibres increases with an increase in stroke frequency from 250/min to 350/min (P = 0.0055); however, it decreases with an increase in stroke frequency from 350/min to 450/min (P = 0.3740). The variation in transmissivity of the fabrics produced from PP fibres is attributed to the increases in stroke frequency and depth of needle penetration, which may interlock and entangle fibres to an optimal level. However, breakages of fibres and breakdown of loop structure occur at above optimal level. This results in fabric anisotropies that might influence flow of water. However, the transmissivity of the fabric increases with the increase in stroke frequency at an area weight of 900 g/m² and depth of needle penetration of 7 mm, as shown in Fig. 6 (A2) due to the increase in number of finer fibres in multi-layered needle-punched nonwoven fabric.

As shown in Fig. 6 (B1 to B3), it is observed that the transmissivity of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres resembles to that of the fabrics produced from PP fibres, as it also varies with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area. The variations in the transmissivity of the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres is influenced by differences in the properties of PP and kenaf fibres and fibre arrangement in each elementary layer within the fabric. Adams and Rebenfeld have reported that the transmissivity of multi-layered fabric is attributed to the degree of anisotropy and orientation of the fabric.
fibres in the fabric structure. Layers with lower permeability also influence transmissivity of multi-layered fabrics. The transmissivity of the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres decreases with an increase in stroke frequency at an area weight of 600 g/m² and depth of needle penetration of 7 mm, as shown in Fig. 6 (C₂) due to stroke frequency, which might reorient higher number of fibres from horizontal to vertical (thickness) direction.

A similar statistical analysis, as reported on water permeability, is also carried out on transmissivity data of the nonwoven fabrics produced from PP, 50/50 PP/kenaf and kenaf fibres. The tested parameters, namely mass per unit area and stroke frequency as well as their two-way and three-way interactions show significant effects on the transmissivity properties of fabrics produced from PP fibres. However, the effect of depth of needle penetration of the fabrics is not found significant (P = 0.572), which is attributed to variations in areal density, fibre orientation and fibre distribution.

Only the interaction between mass per unit area and depth of needle penetration on the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres is not found significant (P = 0.541), which could be attributed to an increase in depth of needle penetration, which might reorient fibres from horizontal direction to vertical (thickness) direction.

The effect of depth of needle penetration on the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres is also not found significant (P = 0.108), which is attributed to preferential alignment of short fibres in the cross-machine direction during needle punching, thereby affecting the thickness and mass per unit area of the nonwoven fabrics.

4 Conclusion
It is inferred that the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres achieve better values of tensile strength and puncture resistance in comparison to that produced from kenaf fibres; however, lower than those for the fabrics produced from PP fibres. In addition, the fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres achieve bigger pore sizes and higher water permeability in comparison to that produced from PP fibres; however, comparatively lower than those for the fabrics produced from kenaf fibres. Therefore, it is
reasonable to suggest that the nonwoven fabrics produced from 50/50 PP/kenaf fibres can fulfil majority of performance requirements in geotextile applications, such as filtration, separation, reinforcement and drainage. In addition, results show that the properties of needle-punched nonwoven fabrics are influenced by stroke frequency, depth of needle penetration and mass per unit area. However, it is not expected that the properties of the fabrics will always follow the same trend particularly with an increase in stroke frequency at certain fixed mass per unit area and fixed depth of needle penetration. Further work on field trial is needed to ascertain the application of the study.
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